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ABSTRACT. Nowadays, in a complex industrial world where, everything has to be done quicker and quicker and must be more and more profitable, industrial environments are transferred, transformed, given up... It is the global humanity technical knowledge that disappears. The method consists in "reversing the design time axis" and proposes, starting from the technical object and available information, and thanks to the use of specific tools, to model the system for its use in virtual situation. This article is mainly a status of the state of the art of the possibilities that could be envisaged for those applications. RÉSUMÉ. Dans un contexte industriel où tout s’accélère et doit être plus rentable, les environnements industriels sont transférés, transformés, abandonnés,… C'est la connaissance technique de l'humanité qui disparaît. L’approche consiste à "renverser l'axe des temps de la conception" et de proposer, à partir de l’objet technique et des informations dont on dispose et grâce à l'utilisation d'outils, une modélisation en vue d’une remise en situation d'usage virtuelle. Cet article est avant un état des l'art des possibilités envisageables dans ce domaine. KEY WORDS: Reconception of dynamic situation, knowledge management, technical history, heritage valorization, museography MOTS-CLÉS : Reconception de situations d'usages, capitalisations de connaissances, histoire des techniques, valorisation du patrimoine, muséographie
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1. Introduction 1.1. Knowledge Management, Industrial Engineering and Heritage Nowadays, the situation of the technical and industrial heritage raises many problems: How to manage and valorize it in case of Museums and sites? How to ensure life prolongation for the technical information of the collections, archives and heritage places? This technical information, testimony of the past, is coming older very quickly; as a puzzle which parts wear or disappear, the technical data dispel progressively with the time. Today, Knowledge Management is a well known application for enterprises. Working upon knowledge, two requirements have to be taken into consideration (Thevenot 1998): -



a clear identification of the knowledge involved and the capacity of their management; - and the necessity to build and to use an identified methodology and a formalized process for their management. Dealing mainly with the implicit job knowledge – the so called know-how – (Amidon 2002), few methods exist proposing capitalizing all the knowledge involved: product knowledge, process knowledge… and thus, from the product idea up to its industrialization, including the design phase. Nowadays, in a complex industrial context, where everything has to be done quicker and quicker and must be more and more profitable, workers and industrial environments are transferred, transformed, given up... the unused industrial machines are generally destroyed, or stored in the best cases. It is the global humanity technical knowledge that disappears. Consequently, a new question appears: what can be done with the industrial knowledge heritage at a local scale, a national scale or an international scale? Could methods and tools used in industrial engineering give an answer to this new need: from the knowledge capitalization to the object digitalization going though the dynamic mock up to a virtualisation show. It is a new numerical chain we propose to transpose from Industrial Engineering to Heritage.



1.2. The idea birth The protection of scientific, technical and industrial heritage is a rather recent idea. It is in England, in the Sixties, that was born what British people call the "industrial archaeology". The first experimentation object for the capitalization and the valorization of the heritage was the Ironbridge (this one was the first iron bridge,
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built in 1779 and classified to the world heritage of UNESCO in 1986) (Rolland 2001). In his PhD related to the Seguin family history, Michel Cotte, technical history professor, introduced the concept of systemic objects for modeling processes... (Cotte 1995). This approach, already strongly used in the Engineering Sciences, was not yet used by anthropocentered sciences (commonly called Social Sciences) ; consequently, it has created a real revival in the field of the technical history (72ième section of the French CNU). Thanks to the systemic applied to old technical objects studies, it has created a new methodology called the genetic of objects: who are the parents and the children, reasoning in term of technology? This approach presents similarities with the knowledge capitalization methods developed in Industrial Engineering: for example, it is the case for the MKSM method based on the historical model, the descendant model and the antagonist model (Ermine et al., 1996) This approach of the genetic allows, among other things, the organization and the management of the industrial objects and allows justifying the technological evolution. There is a real willingness to organize and to understand the history and the techniques; it is in this context that the subject of this research was born. After several experiments on old industrial objects, it has appeared that the conservation of the technical heritage encounters several major difficulties coming mainly from: -



a zero sensitization of the industrial world regarding the value of their technical heritage and their interest of the possibilities of heritage backup; - financial difficulties to conserve, to maintain and to ensure the transportation of large size objects; - a human difficulty due to the lack and the loss of the user consciousness and/or the disappearance of the machine designers and manufacturers. Consequently, regarding the growth of technologies in Industrial Engineering domain and following the will of CNRS (French National Center for Scientific Research) to create multi-disciplinary research domain, it has been proposed to study if tools and methods used by Engineers Sciences could bring solutions for conserving and valorizing the technical and industrial heritage.
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Figure 1. Global approach about the question of the digital restitutions of technical and industrial heritage (Cotte et al., 2005))



2. Requirements analysis 2.1. Heritage rescue and museology Initiated in 1992 by the French culture and communication Ministry, the French research and technology Ministry and the French Education Ministry, the REMUS project was the first one that had developed interdisciplinary teams in order to find new solutions for the museology of sciences and technology. Several works and studies were finalized: the main point was to advise for using audio-visual technologies (Remus 1993). In 2003, at the ICHIM conference, Jean-Pierre Dalbéra from the French culture and communication Ministry laid the stress on the need for a capitalization and a valorization of the French heritage (Dalbéra et al., 2003). Since this communication, many research programs have been started in France; among them, we can mention:
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-



GALLICA, digitalization and diffusion on the Web of books from the French National Library "François Mitterand" in Paris (France); - CNUM, digitalization and diffusion on the Web of books from the French National Science and Technology Academy "Musée des Arts et Métiers" in Paris (France). However, those projects are focused on historical documents, images, art objects or architectural monuments… The technical industrial heritage has not been targeted as a priority for conservation. It should be noticed that a first project was initiated by the French culture ministry under the heading: "Scientific and technological innovation memories of the XXth century" (Cuenca 2000). This project was managed by Yves Thomas, director of the research valorization service of Nantes University, and by Catherine Cuenca, national museum curator from the French National Science and Technology Academy "Musée des Arts et Métiers". The main characteristic of this project is that new technologies are used for valorization of the capitalized heritage; it was produced 2 DVDs relating researchers histories and objects histories; moreover, it was created a website allowing everybody to access to this knowledge as well from the expert point of view than ludic or teaching point of view (using the module for creating presentations) (Atlantech 2005). But those valorization elements are only the visible part of the project; indeed, the whole study consists of a data base of more than 3000 referenced and documented objects used for research from Western Region of France. Recently, the program has been extended up to a national scale.



2.2 Museums, public and museology 2.2.1 Public concerned According to Ross J Loomis, for a visitor, a museum has to be (Loomis 1991): -



a social event: for spending good time with his group/his family, the museum must remind them common memories; - a challenge with the possibility of learning new things and allowing opening new prospecting ways; - or be simply a place where the visitor goes without any expectation; then, the visitor will imply himself in the exposure only if he finds the presentation interesting (metaphor with shop customers). According to a survey from SOFRES carried out in 1991, the vulgate would be strongly interested for discovering in the museums the old technical objects but also the contemporary object for understanding their functional complexity. For instance, nowadays, only the refrigerator operation seems to be understood by public. Thus, it is necessary to review the understanding methods for old technical objects in order to popularize them. As Jocelyn de Noblet illustrates it: "We are in 1910, a 70 years old engineer is visiting the Eiffel Tower in Paris with his young son. Taking into
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account the monument as an example, he explains him what is the material resistance, a mesh… Nowadays, the same engineer with his young son are visiting the Millau Bridge in France, but the engineer says to him: "I will explain it to you later when you will be older as it is a little bit complicated!" (de Noblet 2005). Those words illustrates perfectly the work that has to be achieved for popularizing the techniques ; as Robert Halleux, scientific and technical history professor from Liège University, says it: "It is at first a lack of technical cultural for most of citizens" (Halleux 2005).



2.2.2 The museology In 1991, it has been observed a change in Museums objectives and consequently in their management. From this time, the museum curators must answer to the visitor problems: "After being "receivers", museology becomes "transmitter"." (Le Coadic 1993). Then, museums must change their gait from a classical presentation to a descriptive and demonstrative way. That way, a new discipline was born: the museology; it is defined as the heritage science and museum science (definition from ICOM1). Nowadays, the objective consists in fulfilling public satisfaction but in an indirect way: the object is not a pretext for creating a presentation but a support for a message in order to make it transparent for public giving all his secrets: "We consider the object not for itself, but for the symbol it represents, scientifically or ethnologically, for its history, its context, its life. The object is used for narrating, for transmitting a message." (Duval 1993).That's why during the year 1992, the audiovisual technologies have took such an important place in museums: websites, CD-ROM, videos, sound helmets to create guided tour... (Brochu et al., 1999)



2.2.3 Virtual Reality for heritage popularization and heritage valorization Nowadays, science and technology museums are looking to un-damned scientific and technical heritage by making them more meaningful and accessible. As seen before, this new way of thinking has introduced a new museology. By comparison with the previous methods, the new museology is not based upon objects neither upon know-how but it is based on experimental tours. This paradigm change leads to a new kind of museum presentation, mainly grown by the immersion techniques. This new cultural way of life proposes to the visitor "to be immersed" in the subject in order to "feel" the message. We do not want to explain more, neither to transmit but "to make it alive" (Belaën 2003) . Actually, the development are channeled to emotions and feelings (Montpetit 1996). In that way, the audiovisual tools have been



1 ICOM = International COuncil of Museums = the International Council of the Museums
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improved, transformed so as to transmit not passively but actively: it is the definition of the immersion technologies. Immersion techniques and interactivity techniques are well-known by industrial domains; and their development is exponential. But, focusing on Human Machine Interface, the concerned person is a specialist, a scientist, someone who uses currently those tools; consequently, tool learning is obvious for him. Digital world lays out new potentialities for heritage conservation as it does not only simulate work, it also propose to users the handling of a whole of information allowing comings and goings between text and context (heuristic information) (Morelli 2003). But setting up a virtual dynamic situation can go further. The large industrial fairs of the 19th century were real progress celebrations. It has been the place for theatre representations playing with restored machines, brushed machines, smoothed machines, shining machines, in the silence and the light of the big showrooms. As Paul Rasse said: "We are very far from the factory and the workshop, the noise and dust, tiredness and sweat, […] the violence of the social relationship which however contribute to the technology history" (Rasse 2003)



Thus, virtual reality could be a new means for old industrial object valorization; it will not be a tool reserved for a small amount of people but a tool that could, on the contrary, become a springboard for making apprehensible and comprehensible by everyone the machine operation in a virtual world.



2.3 A technical object: which knowledge? Before capitalizing knowledge (material or immaterial ones), it is necessary to identify the knowledge concerned. In this paragraph, we will try to define what we called the material knowledge characterized by the real object of the industrial physical and the material and immaterial knowledge associated to it. As per terms of APTE method related to the external functional analysis, this external knowledge can be defined as: the external environment of the object in its common use context.



2.3.1 Thought related to the object definition The object taken in its intrinsic character, at a geometrical point of view, is a finite element, fixed and limited. But the object relocated in its context can not be considered as a finite and determined element, such as the intermediate object theory (Jeantet 1998), the object is a part of a dynamic, of a process where it can be: -



a raw material; a manufacturer; an intermediate component or a final component.
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Within an epistemological framework, the object is defined as an artifact. According to the biologist Jacques Monod: "Any artifact is the product of an alive being which expresses with a real obvious way one of the fundamental properties characterizing all the alive beings: they are part of a project and they are representing within their structures and their performance achievement (for example, the creation of artifacts)." (Monod 1970) Human industry can be also qualified as a production. The created artifact or the created object is qualified and quantified. It makes part of the real world and presents a physical structure and a function (often associated to the performance concept). The object can be designed from the structure towards the function either from the function towards the structure (FBS-PPRE model from Michel Labrousse (Labrousse 2004)). Consequently, human will combine the two characteristics of the artifact by creating a functional physical structure. Following this definition, the artifact can be characterized by: -



its geometrical features related to the physical structure (points, lines, curves, surfaces and 3 dimensions volumes); its geometrical characteristics related to the function (points, lines, curves, surfaces and 3 dimensions volumes); its design features related to the function and the structure (we are speaking about internal mechanisms; for example, characterization of the physical properties and the chemical properties or even the color which can also be associated with the chemical properties if it is one of the basic of the material); its aesthetic features (they do not interfere with the geometrical and technical definitions but aesthetic features complete those definitions; aesthetic features can be at a geometrical level or at a technical level; they can be selected without raw material justification). Human will feel the object by its 5 senses. Senses that virtual reality simulates (see hereafter chapter related to virtual technologies).



2.3.2 A technical object? An object within its context An object is considered as a technical and industrial one if it can be set in a socio-technical system. According to an epistemological point of view of the technical historian, an object must be contextualized so as to determine its value and to understand its operation. Just like companies consistently use the PLM2, the technical historians have also located objects in their life cycle process (Cotte 2004). But this new modeling system proposes to go further than the PLM by adding the outcast phase; then, being
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PLM = Product Life Management
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"out of use", the object becomes "memory, nostalgia and can become part of collection". Generally, we rescue objects easily transportable or aesthetically correct. But artifacts that seems too complicated to conserve or that are not aesthetically correct are refuted. Jocelyn de Noblet proposes to classify the technical objects, scientific objects and/or industrial objects according to three categories (de Noblet 2005): -



objects of day to day life that we own; objects of day to day life that we use but we do not own; objects we do not use and do not own but that are necessary for manufacturing and/or using for objects of the day to day life. Before any capitalization project of old technical knowledge, it will be necessary to rule on the activity domain concerned, the kind of studied machine... then, the information search phase will be simplified.



2.3.3 Capitalizing an object and its context: which knowledge involved? In its book "the objects life ", Thierry Bonnot, anthropologist, consigns that "an object takes a meaning only in a human context" (Bonnot 2002) . A machine or a system is significant only if it can relate a social act and if it can help to conserve all the aspects of a technical culture, i.e. the physical objects but also the vestiges it contains: gestures, know-how, social relations... The object study cannot be dissociated from its context (know-how, political context, social context, economical context...). Just like the photocopy gives back the object within its framework, the sound track on which it has been consigned critical information for understanding the object or the written report on which the auditor has reported the human context, all those elements allow recontextualisation of the object (Rolland 2001). Depending on the desired finalities of the valorization, it will be advisable to capitalize all the necessary knowledge for achieving this goal. Thus, dealing with old technical objects, knowledge to be capitalized can be represented by the mapping of figure 2. This pattern reminds the concept previously mentioned for the object definition and the context definition.
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Meso level (the direct environnement of the object) Microscopic level (objects closed / internal environnement; design flow interacting with the outside world)



Object The "time" (functional) Caracteristics (internal design flow only)



3D (structural) Material + color



Figure 2. Mapping of the definition of a physical object (Note: design flows mentioned above comes from the flow definition as per the Functional Diagram Block of APTE method) Many sources are used in industrial archaeology for understanding a sociotechnical system; methods that have to be used for capitalizing and organizing knowledge are not formalized but are always very similar: Capitalization of all types of documents Æ correlation and links Æ organization Æ study and sorting. However, if it is wished to study a precise object and not the global system surrounding it, the method is not formalized. Consequently, engineering methods can bring answers to this problematic by transposing the knowledge capitalization methods capitalization to the safeguard of the industrial and technical heritage. Moreover, it has to be noticed that once the knowledge package made up, it will be named "Digital Heritage Reference Model" using the archaeological meanings. This model allows to close in on the object in its context and allows to understand its operating mode; however, the "Digital Heritage Reference Model" does not allow to restore the dynamic situation of use of the functional object.



3. Hypothesis and methodology: towards an evolutionary model and its state of the art 3.1 Digital technique development Once knowledge capitalized, it remains the conservation problem of the physical object: do we have to physically maintain it? Are they other conservation solutions? Then it is necessary to think about methods and tools for the restitution. As Serge Rénimel proposes it: "the collections have to be virtualized" (Renimel 1985)
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For resolving this problematic, the engineering tools and more widely virtual tools and computer graphics can help it. How? As Olivier Lavoisy demonstrated in its thesis (Lavoisy 2000), evolutions of the technical drawing (he prefers to use the term: graphical techniques) are becoming really powerful since several years. Thus, helped with numerous site analyses, he raised the conclusion that graphical techniques are more than one hard copy: "graphical techniques seem they are playing a role in the transmission of know-how within the workshops, within the training centers and into academies".



…-1990 1970-1995 1980-… 1990-… 2000-… 2005-… 2008-…



Paper in 2D Computer Assisted Drawing Computer Assisted Design (CAD) Product Data Management Digital Mock-Up Virtual Manufacturing Digital way



Figure 3. Evolution of graphical techniques (Vandendriessche 2005)



Nowadays, digital mock-ups are used for replacing physical model. It is possible to carry out various functional simulations, to try various aesthetic design... Moreover, in virtual reality domain, tools have been developed so quickly that virtual simulations of dynamic situation are close to realistic ones.



3.2 A global model The methodology is set out by two chains merging two domains: Industrial Engineering and Technical History.



Action chain Apprehension Interpretation Restitution



Scan/measure



Modeling Dynamic Digital chain



Figure 4. The two chains model



Valorization



Virtual Reality
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The need is defined by the action chain resulting from technical history: Apprehension Æ Interpretation Æ Restitution Æ Valorization Apprehension is defined by the action of understanding, of grasping by perception, imagination, memory... Interpretation is defined by the action of giving an explanation or a meaning. Restitution is the fact of giving back something. Valorization consists in emphasizing. Popularization is a sub class of valorization: when popularizing, we allow everybody to access to the object and its associated knowledge.



Tools and methods are defined by the digital chain from the industrial engineering: Information Capture (physical and textual) Æ 3D design Æ dynamic simulations (mechanical and used situation) Æ Virtual Reality applications In the next part of this communication, the various phases of the digital chain will be detailed: from the object digitalization to the processing in a dynamic virtual state; so as to answer to the need expressed before. It should be mentioned that the complete digital chain process is not formalized and not yet fully used by the industrial world; first few experiences carried out in this way reveal many problems: among other things, there are major problems with interoperation between the various phases of the model. If we analyze the knowledge capitalization level, at the macroscopic scale, the diagram of figure 5 shows the successive knowledge status. Every knowledge status is associated to the action on which the process interacts for their evolution. This process presents similarities with the tool belonging to the theory TRIZ: the 9 screens matrix. Here, the matrix has 2 axes with 2 degrees on each one: -



horizontally: - reality: here everyone can see the part; -



-



imaginary: here the non-visible process part.



vertically: - problems: here the physical/existing reality; -



solutions: here the virtual world.
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Iterative process for model improvement



Non-visible for user



Socioeconomical + technical knowledge



Knowledge capitalization/ organization/formalization



Knowledge base + CAD model



Knowledge exploitation/ restitution/visualization



Visible for user (without technical requirements)



Real machine (waiting for revamping or scraping)



Knowledge capitalization (technical + socio-technical)



Virtual machine



Inheritance filing Re-construction Vulgarization



Figure 5. The process oriented knowledge evolutions



3.3 State of the art 3.3.1 Physical information capture and surface reshaping For digitalizing heritage objects, numerous technologies can be used: -



Passive systems with physical contacts: they are the basic measuring instruments: decameter, slide caliper, micrometer caliper... They are also mechanical palpation systems usually combined with a canned jib controlled by a computer; - Passive systems without contact are solutions generally used for graphical design. They capture information with photographic systems or stereoscopic systems. The acquisition tools are cameras and movie cameras; - Active systems without contact are technologies that generate light waves for measuring; for example: the laser. According to the object size to be digitized, there are various solutions. The technology that will be used depends on the dimensions to be acquired (... 
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